Tom and Lisa Brenneke undertook the major renovation of this 1909 Italian style Portland Heights home and gardens with the same alacrity and passion that epitomized their whirlwind courtship and marriage in 1999, nearly a century after their jewel was built. What others saw as “run-down,” the Brennekes envisioned as both an investment opportunity and the chance to recreate the Italian way of life Lisa’s paternal family was forced to flee in late 1940s Fascist Italy.
In 2004, the Brennekes found the perfect dream home for their blended families in Portland Heights - a stately stucco Italian villa located within walking distance of their two businesses. “The architecture,” recalls Brenneke, “appealed to my aesthetic – very simple, clean, yet elegant lines that we wanted to preserve inside and out.” The couple was willing to look past the sagging third story addition, that Brenneke likened to a “horrible wedding cake,” crumbling stucco, and sinking property to a host of architectural possibilities - not the least of which was its front and center location on a 5,000 sq. ft. corner lot, and sizeable backyard, which they envisioned as an enclosed Italian courtyard – unseen and unexpected from its entry. “We’re foodies,” confesses Lisa, who enjoys such yearly travel events as the truffle festival held in her family’s hometown of Moncalvo, Italy. “We go wherever we find the next best meal! That’s why we wanted to create a backyard that was an extension of our home, so we could double the size of our living area, and entertain during the precious summer months outdoors.”

To achieve that goal, the couple put together a formidable team starting with builder Dave Jones of D&J Remodeling, whose work was so stellar the Brennekes now count him as a friend. “He’s a remarkable person,” says Lisa, “very
The outdoor gas fireplace at left is handsomely offset by a dark espresso stained arbor that reiterates the espresso colored stucco from the nearby pool. Above right: When the Brennekes were unable to find a table suitable for the dining room chairs they liked, Kiest designed one that suited both the chairs and the allotted space. French doors off the dining room open onto the back yard, where the Brennekes’ Italian greyhounds love to play.

“Detailed, able to manage multiple subs all at once — just a talented guy.” Jones held weekly meetings during the year-long project, which were attended by interior designer Lisa Warnock, then principal of Portland’s Tandem Design (now Glow Interior Design), and the much sought after landscape architect Craig Kiest of Huntington & Kiest.

“When I came on board, the house was completely under construction. Of the original house, only the east-facing wall with its two windows and fireplace was left standing,” says Kiest, a native Oregonian, whose undergrad degree in economics led to the improbable graduate studies in landscape architecture at UC Berkeley, following a semester abroad spent perusing Italian gardens.

“We are blessed with spectacular views here in Oregon,” says Kiest, “but if your home doesn’t have one, then you do as the Brennekes did, you create an inner view, whether it’s with a hedge or a wall. It was the Brennekes’ choice and a good one to complement the house with an Italian feeling.” During Kiest’s stay in Italy, he viewed countless palatial gardens built in medieval times, but it was the hidden courtyards that left him frankly more abashed. “After three months, you see that everyone has an interior courtyard and it’s what each homeowner did with it that made it unique.” The Brennekes worked hand in glove with their team to transform their forlorn property into what Lisa calls “an Italian oasis”.
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“The original house had no stucco wall,” says Lisa, “just a short brick one that was falling over. The north-facing yard was very dark, and ‘soupy’. Grass wouldn’t grow, the plants were overgrown, and a conservatory had to be removed because of the sinking ground. Seven loads of soil were required to level the yard.”

“Laying out the courtyard was like a puzzle,” adds Kiest, who nestled the mechanics of the hot tub cover beneath a bank of potted plants near the kitchen window, so that only an ornamental fountain whose pipes are hidden in the stucco wall is visible from within. The pool equipment resides beneath the kitchen terrace, resting on the abandoned basement stairs accessible now from within, while the stereo speakers are camouflaged in faux rocks and the gas meters are tucked behind German boxwood parterre hedges. The cozy gas fireplace sits opposite the raised pool alongside a custom-designed mirror on the wall that adds a sense of infinity to the space.

Probably the most heroic member of the team was an Italian mason of Venice Genoa Tile, who literally set up shop on the premises for three months while he single-handedly laid the travertine flooring, wall caps and pool tiles. Kiest designed the original “Cannon” water feature, as they call it, which he fashioned from oversized roof water spouts topped with pillar caps and flanked by a pair of potted Italian cypress in urns. Neptune Pools installed the pool.

Kiest also worked closely with interior designer Lisa Warnock. While she concentrated on the interior, he worked to coordinate the exterior with her aesthetic. “I had the lighting fixtures modified, designed all the molding pieces around the pool and fountain outside to reflect the colors, and textural quality she was creating inside with the marble countertops and soft Mediterranean look.”

Choosing the exterior colors fell to Kiest, who recalls the moment of epiphany with relish. “We were looking at all these colors, and I saw this big piece of cardboard, and I said, ‘I think it should be in this range, because in Italy there a lot of houses – not brown, not gold, not orange. ’ Indeed, the base color worked perfectly with the tiles, says Kiest, because it didn’t form a high contrast between the trim and the pavement color. “A lot of buildings in America have a big differentiation between exterior colors, but everything in Italy is toned down from age.”

Kiest has only praise for the Brennekes. “I give them a lot of credit. They were the most wonderful people to work with. They were really thoughtful, and listened. Because of their personalities, their house has that friendly, open atmosphere that the house was designed for.” The Brennekes feel the same. “We assembled a great team,” says Lisa, “that has helped us to bring our own aesthetics to the project. Now we can bring our family all together here, as well as our friends.”
Q: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR ACCESSORY?

CRAIG: Architectural elements are outdoor accessories that can add a lot of personality to a site, from an old piece of iron fence to a handmade framed mirror. On a grand scale it could be a Lee Kelly sculpture, but even a simple obelisk can welcome you into the site.

Q: WHERE IS YOUR FAVORITE PLACE TO GO AND ADMIRE THE SCENERY?

CRAIG: When I go out to enjoy scenery it becomes a process of connecting to nature. For a peaceful respite from the city, I head up to Macleay Park on NW 29th and Upshur Street. (Editor’s note: The park is named after Donald Macleay, a Scotsman who claimed in 1897 that the property taxes were so high on the land that he’d rather give the property to the city in commemoration of the 60th anniversary of Queen Victoria’s reign, than carry the tax burden.) If time allows, I am off to the Columbia River Gorge. For the urban experience, I look at the complexity of city life and the intersection with nature in places such as East Bank Esplanade or Jamison Park.

Q: WHAT’S “HOT” IN THE WORLD OF LANDSCAPE DESIGN?

CRAIG: Green roofs are a “hot” topic in landscape design, both technically and aesthetically. As Portland goes up with new residential towers, more of us have a view of the missed opportunities of green roofs. In South Waterfront, the green roof of Atwater Place, as viewed from the John Ross Tower, adds to the aesthetics by softening what would have been a blank roof and allowing the eye to be drawn out to the river and Mt. Hood views. With the added benefit of cleaning the storm water, I hope that green roofs are here to stay.

Q: HOW IS YOUR HOME LANDSCAPED?

CRAIG: At home in the city I just have a simple porch. But in the country where I have space, I like to create paths and “organize” nature into rooms.

Q: WHAT MOST INFLUENCES YOUR WORK?

CRAIG: The need to connect to the environment influences my work. Falling back on 30 years of experience, I look at how to give the client ownership of the project, whether it is a small city garden or a large public space. My process is to sort through the words and understand the client’s vision. I like the interaction with clients and the exchange of ideas. I recently attended the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) conference in Philadelphia, where several of my peers presented talks about their work. Like me, they didn’t know growing up what a landscape architect was or what they did. Most had a late introduction into landscape architecture, generally discovering the field after high school. My initial exposure to landscape design would have been my father’s keen interest in garden building. Growing up, we landscaped three large...
properties, trying out new plants and construction methods. I thought it was gardening, but it was really amateur landscape architecture. I decided to become a landscape architect my junior semester abroad in Italy, where I was immersed in Italian gardens.

Interestingly, I have had occasion over time to return to the Oregon gardens of the various houses in which I grew up and to redo the whole yard. I can still remember when various trees were planted, and, in some cases, we’ll have to cut one down, because after 30 years, it has outlived its life expectancy.

It has been gratifying to watch how a greater understanding of the profession of landscape architecture has grown over the years. I also enjoy meeting with young people who are looking into the profession and sharing with them my experiences. I explain that it is a complex discipline from city planning to residential design.

Q: WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND PEOPLE SPLURGE ON WHEN IT COMES TO THEIR GARDENS?

CRAIG: After the installation of a garden, it is time to enjoy the newly created space. Often there is a place in need of furniture. This is where I think one should splurge on comfortable furnishings, such as a cushioned lounge chair with an ottoman. If it is possible to add some heat as we did in the Brennekes’ garden – all the better – as a fireplace can be an inviting addition to extend the use of the garden into the evening.

Q: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PLANT OR FLOWER?

CRAIG: While I don’t have a favorite plant or flower, I do enjoy formal gardens. I tend to lean toward soft drifts of shrubs and perennials in my garden, where there is minimal maintenance. Pruning is a hobby that I don’t want to become a chore.